Vital Image Gear List v 3.2
F900R Sony HD cam.
23.98P/24P/25P/30P/59.94i/60i/60i frame rates
Slow shutter and SDI down conversion boards fitted.
1920 x 1080 pixels/12 bit A/D converters
Kit contains
HDWF900R camera and BW HD viewfinder.
Canon 22 x HD eng style zoom lens and zoom demand.
6 x BP 95 batts and charger
Chrosziel 3 stage matte box
Sachtler 7+7 150 mm head and legs set.
Sony 7” SDI LCD camera monitor

709 Sony SD Digital Betacam.
50i frame rate. 8 sec picture cache and SDI board fitted.
Kit contains
DVW 709 WS digital betacam camera and view finder.
Canon 21 x SD eng style zoom lens and zoom demand.
6 x BP 95 batts and charger
Chrosziel 3 stage matte box
Sachtler video 20 100mm head and legs

SX 9 Sony SD Digital Betacam.
Kit contains
DNW 9 SX camera and view finder.
Canon 16 x SD eng style lens
4 x batts and charger
Sachtler 7+7 100mm tripod head and legs

Steadicam Kits.
Rig Engineering Steadicam system
45 kg capacity with custom low mode and car mounts.
Hummingbird hi visibility monitor, Transvideo microwave video splits and monitors.
2 channel BFD focus kit. 6 batts and charger. No dry hire.
Operator: Andy Stankovich
Rig Engineering Waterproof Steadicam system
Transvideo waterproof monitor and stainless steel mounts. Designed for yacht
coverage’s.
Cinema products SK 2 Steadicam system
Lightweight rig for 16mm and video cameras, ie digi betacam
Dry hire of this kit is available.
Super Track camera dolly system

Lenses.

All lenses are transported in custom packaging/ Pelican cases

Canon HD 22 x 7.6mm zoom lens
Canon SD 21 x 7.8mm zoom lens
Canon SD 11 x 4.5mm zoom lens
Fuji SD 11 x 5.5mm zoom lens
Century Super wide angle lens adaptor .5, .7, 80mm front
Canon digital zoom demands
Microforce Zoom demand with Heden motor and mounts
Sony high res 3” colour view finder
Sony HD 7” LCD camera mounted view finder
BFD wireless F.I.Z dual channel camera control
RM150 Remote CCU and VTR control, RMB 150 and 25’ cable
-suits F 900R HD cam and 709 Digital betacam
Wireless T.C. slate
Director’s viewfinder and wide angle attachment
Light meter. Sekonic 508

Monitors, Wireless video and location splits
Transvideo TX and RX. 2.4 GHz, 25 dB gain antenna and acc.
Modulus TX and RX. Small, compact system.
Wireless monitor kit.
-TX, RX, monitor, cables, hood and batteries
Panasonic 17” HD LCD client monitor. Wide screen.
-Built in wave form and scene match.
-Stand and 12 v dc 18 Ah battery
Sony 9” SD CRT location monitor. Wide screen.
FFV hard drive recorder-location split.
Standard definition tapeless recorder/playback
Instant recall of any take, no spooling
4-1 compression, digital betacam quality
12 v dc power and packed in Pelican brief case with lid mounted monitor
Sony DVD burner
Location split package.
-FFV hard drive recorder and 12v power supply.
-17” Panasonic HD monitor , cables and stand.
-DVD burner and CRT Sony 9” monitor.
-logged and operated from PC lap top by a Vital Image freelancer.

UHF Radios
Vital Image now offers a UHF two way rental service. We have over 120 Motorola GP
328 radios, all with new batterys, accessories and chargers. For extended coverage we
also offer base and repeater stations with secure radio frequencies.
Motorola GP 328. 4 or 16 ch and extension mic.

per unit/day

$10

For a more extensive list of Vital Image’s Equipment please see the website
www.vitalimage.tv

